JetScan MPS 4200
®

Multi-Pocket Sorter

For greater productivity and throughput in currency processing

Speed, performance, reliability
Sort cash and tickets at 1,000 notes per minute
Spend currency processing dollars wisely
and achieve better results at a lower overall
cost. JetScan® MPS 4200 lets you work
at high speeds with greater efficiency and
get more work done in a smaller footprint.
Compare MPS 4200
capabilities to many
The fast, reliable
larger, higher-priced
models:
JetScan MPS 4200
• Automatic
continuous-feed
hopper allows
operators to use
their time more
effectively

is a peak performer
in cash-intensive
applications.

• 7 user-configurable pockets and 1 offsort
pocket further enhance productivity
• Easy-to-use interface simplifies processing
and minimizes operator training
• On-screen diagnostics alert operators to
potential problems to increase uptime

Expanded currency processing
capabilities:
• Simultaneously denominate,
authenticate, count and sort in one pass
• Built-in reporting lets you view activity and
populate your database
• Automatically face notes during
processing

Process notes
and tickets
together
Ticket imaging
eliminates the
need to keep
physical copies. Process notes and tickets
simultaneously at 1,000 notes per minute,
capture electronic images of tickets, and
store them on your network.

Advanced scanning module (ASM)

In-line bar-code processing

ASM models provide additional flexibility
and security, with:

Automatically capture bar-coded items
such as casino tickets with an integrated
bar-code scanning module. Mixed batches
can be sorted, identified and counted at
1,000 notes per minute with all pertinent
data recorded.

Fitness detection denominates and sorts
fit from unfit currency in a single pass
with customized settings. Easily adjust
fitness levels to detect and separate notes
with tears, holes, soil, folded or missing
corners, tape or excessive limpness.
Advanced
counterfeit
detection uses
sophisticated UV,
magnetic and
infrared counterfeit
sensors to reliably
identify suspect documents. The advanced
analytics of ASM software help mitigate
risk in your organization.

A partner you know and trust
Regain the peace of mind to work more
effectively. Trust our decades of experience
providing solutions to businesses
worldwide, as well as our reputation for
quick response to customer concerns.
With an impressive history of satisfied
customers, the fast, innovative, highly
reliable MPS 4200 series is a peak
performer in cash-intensive applications.

Best use of space
and budget dollars
Customized processing solutions increase productivity and boost ROI
Increase vault efficiency with better use of space

Add-on pockets

Strapper-ready ASM models enable you to meet the high-volume
demands of the financial and casino industries. You gain fitnesssorting and advanced counterfeit-detection capabilities along with
the option to attach up to two automatic-strapping modules – while
maintaining full processing speed.

Up to 8 sorting pockets may be added for a total of 15. This
increases your uninterrupted processing time and extends pocket
options for fitness sorting.

Customers having one to two high-volume denominations will see
a significant reduction in labor and a corresponding increase in
productivity and ROI.

JetScan MPS 4200
with one strapper

JetScan MPS 4200 with one
strapper and a 4-pocket add-on

JetScan MPS 4200
with two strappers

Count
Sort
Denominate
Authenticate
in one pass

JetScan MPS 4200 multi-pocket sorter
Features

Options and accessories

Equipment specifications

JetTouch® software: Built-in data viewing and
reporting capability, save and export options

In-line automatic strapper modules:
Automates strapping of bills (add up to 2).

Touch-screen display: 8.4-inch flat-panel monitor

Advanced scanning (fitness) module: Includes
eight programmable ﬁtness sorting modes and
advanced counterfeit detection.

Overall system dimensions (incl. table):
60-72" H x 55" W x 30" D
60-72" H x 62" W x 30" D (ASM Model)

Diagnostics: Graphical on-screen diagnostics
Automatic continuous feeder: 1,000-note
capacity
Counterfeit detection sensors: Includes
magnetic ink, fluorescence and ultraviolet.
Models equipped with an advanced scanning
module (ASM) also include infrared.
Sorting pockets: 7 sorting pockets, 300-note
capacity each
One offsort pocket: User-deﬁnable, 300-note
capacity

Ticket imaging: Captures and archives casino
ticket images for electronic storage.
Casino-system interface support: Includes
Bally's, IGT, NEWave. Aristocrat, Konami,
TableTrac and M-Games. May require additional
software.
In-line bar-code scanning module: Captures and
records bar-code data.

Adjust work surface from 33" to 45" H. Surface
in front of sorter is 10" x 55".
Weight: 630 pounds (incl. table)
Weight – ASM model: 690 pounds (incl. table)
Power: Voltage operating range: 105-130 VAC or
198-253 VAC. Frequency: 60/50 Hz. Customer
must provide a single-phase, dedicated power
line that meets the machine’s power rating(s).
Use a properly grounded circuit breaker in
compliance with applicable local electrical code.

Offsort capacity: 150 bills per pocket (2)

Document processing

Add-on pockets: Increases sorting capacity (up
to 2 add-ons, 8 pockets total).

Speed: 1,000 documents per minute

Printer: External thermal or impact printer

Denominations sorted: $1, $2, $5, $10,
$20, $50 and $100: CAD machines are
also available.

To learn more about how JetScan MPS 4200 helps
you achieve maximium productivity, please visit
cumminsallison.com/mps4200
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Generations of Vision and Excellence
Cummins Allison sets the standard for accuracy and dependability.
Cummins Allison is a global leader in developing solutions that quickly and efficiently count, sort and authenticate currency, checks and coin. We also offer a complete
line of full-function automated teller machines (ATMs). Our leadership in technology and product innovation spans more than 125 years. Cummins Allison serves the
majority of financial institutions worldwide, as well as leading organizations in retail, gaming, law enforcement and government. Ninety-seven percent of our customers
would recommend our products and services.
The company holds more than 350 patents and invests double the industry average in R&D. Our world-class sales and service network includes hundreds of local
representatives in more than 50 offices in North America, wholly-owned subsidiaries in Canada, the United Kingdom, Germany, France, Ireland and Australia and is
represented in more than 70 countries around the world.
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